DESIGNED TO PERFORM

DECORATIVE
FLOORING

Aesthetic, colorful
floors set the stage for
high-traffic facilities.
D E C O R AT I V E F L O O R I N G

RESUFLOR™ TERRAZZO TG

Discover a wide portfolio of decorative flooring designs made from durable
materials engineered to resist chemicals, stains, moisture and everyday
wear-and-tear. From entrancing terrazzo to prismatic mosaics, you can turn
your floors into works of fine art. Whether it’s on display in a sports arena,
convention center, airport, school or healthcare facility – we can help you
develop a customized floor design that complements the structure. And
with the right system, your floors can maintain their beauty with minimal
maintenance – creating long-term cost savings for you.
Your dedicated Sherwin-Williams representative will answer your questions
every step of the way from assessing your unique project needs and
recommending a flooring system to providing technical support during and
after the installation phase.

Whether it’s help with specifications, receiving
samples or assistance during construction, the
Sherwin-Williams team is always professional,
dependable and extremely helpful.”
A R C H I T E C T U R A L A S S O C I AT E

To learn more about High Performance Flooring from Sherwin-Williams,
visit sherwinwilliams.com/resin-flooring or email swflooring@sherwin.com
for more information.

Customized
solutions for
every single
project
We offer a wide variety of
seamless, decorative solutions
designed to meet your
project’s particular needs.
Available in a wide spectrum
of color and aggregate
options, Sherwin-Williams
flooring systems are ideal for
airports, convention centers,
healthcare facilities, schools
and sports arenas. From
high-impact resistance to
cleanability or sustainability,
our experts will help you
choose the appropriate
decorative flooring system.
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SHERWIN-WILLIAMS®

LASTING DURABILITY AND APPEARANCE
Your floors work hard, enduring everything from heavy foot traffic
to harsh cleaning chemicals. Each system in our proven portfolio
of decorative flooring solutions is engineered to sustain daily
wear and tear while maintaining its appearance – striking the
perfect balance between performance and aesthetics.

SUSTAIN THE FUTURE OF YOUR INVESTMENT
What’s more sustainable than a building component that
lasts? Whether you’re aiming to earn LEED® building credits or
reduce your facility’s environmental footprint, we can help you
select a decorative flooring system that is sleek, durable and
eco-conscious without having to sacrifice one feature
for another.

RESUFLOR™ DECO QUARTZ BC23
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D E C O R AT I V E F L O O R I N G S Y S T E M S
DECO FLAKE FLOOR SYSTEMS

TERRAZZO FLOOR SYSTEMS

Durable and versatile
• Multicolored, aesthetically pleasing coating

Create a lasting aesthetic legacy through color
and design
• Infinite binder resin color palette

• Excellent value

• Style possibilities ranging from contemporary to
classic, bold to conservative

• Good chemical resistance
• Seals and protects concrete

• Few restrictions on strip layout and design

• LEED® v4.1 compliant
• Acceptable for use in USDA inspected facilities

• Seamless
• Lightweight
• Suitable for both new and renovation projects

DECO QUARTZ FLOOR SYSTEMS

• State-of-the-art crack suppression system available

Custom colored quartz
• Distinctive fine granule appearance

• Low life cycle cost
• LEED® v4.1 compliant

• Wide offering of solid colors

• Acceptable for use in USDA inspected facilities

• Variety of color blends
• Adjustable texture to meet specific needs
• Suitable for both new and renovation projects
• LEED® v4.1 compliant
• Acceptable for use in USDA inspected facilities

PROJECT HIGHLIGHT
SEMA EQUIPMENT NEEDED A VERSATILE,
HIGHLY-DURABLE FLOORING SOLUTION TO
PROTECT THE CONCRETE IN THEIR NEW FARM
EQUIPMENT REPAIR SHOP, WHILE ALSO PROVIDING
AN ATTRACTIVE FIRST IMPRESSION FOR ARRIVING
CUSTOMERS IN THE FACILITY SHOWROOM.

D E C O R AT I V E F L O O R I N G
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RESUFLOR™
T O P C O AT M E TA L L I C

D E C O R AT I V E F L O O R I N G S Y S T E M S
RESUFLOR™ TOPCOAT METALLIC
FLOOR SYSTEMS
Unique and iridescent
• Seamless, easy to clean and maintain

Sherwin-Williams helped write the

• Durable, wear and slip resistant

specification, advised on budget and

• Chemical and stain resistant

provided local contacts to complete

• Customizable color
• Natural stone appearance
• Cost effective compared to carpet or tile
• LEED® v4.1 compliant
• Acceptable for use in USDA inspected facilities
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SHERWIN-WILLIAMS®

the installation.”
FAC I L I T Y E N G I N E E R

PROJECT HIGHLIGHT
BEAST BARBECUE ASKED SHERWIN-WILLIAMS TO SUPPLY A FLOORING SYSTEM
THAT WOULD BE STAIN RESISTANT TO FOOD OILS AND ACIDS, AND HOLD UP TO
TRAFFIC PATTERNS IN COMMONLY TRAVELED PATHS, BUT THAT WOULD ALSO
PROVIDE AN EYE-CATCHING, SMOKEY CREATIVE EXPRESSION.

SOFTOP™ COMFORT FLOOR SYSTEMS
Deliver ergonomic comfort without
sacrificing aesthetics
• Comfortable and sound absorbing
• Durable and wear-resistant 1/8” and 1/4” systems
• Enhanced slip resistance
• Impact, crack and chip resistant
• Aesthetically pleasing appearance
• Variety of color and design options
• Stain resistant and easy to clean
• Acceptable for use in USDA inspected facilities

SERVICE THAT STANDS OUT
Sherwin-Williams is your total solutions
provider with the products you need
and the service you deserve. Benefit
from same or next-day delivery and
gain access to local inventory at
more than 4,750 company-owned
distribution points.
Take advantage of our technical
service team, which provides extensive
manufacturer equipment training, to
ensure proficiency throughout your
entire coating process.

D E C O R AT I V E F L O O R I N G
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THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS DIFFERENCE
Sherwin-Williams High Performance Flooring delivers unique, sustainable flooring
solutions to help your facilities maintain the highest level of performance from the
ground up. Our extensive portfolio of flooring, structural steel and passive fire protection
coatings helps customers protect lives, enhance safety, safeguard assets and create a
lasting aesthetic legacy. From sports arenas to convention centers, airports and healthcare
facilities, Sherwin-Williams brings exceptional industry, product and technical expertise to
ensure successful project outcomes.

Unparalleled
distribution network

North America
sherwin-williams.com/resin-flooring
swflooring@sherwin.com

Global
industry expertise

Most extensive sales
organization coverage

Unmatched technical
and specification service
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